0. Intro and Solr PMC announcements

Welcome to the Apache Solr Newsletter Month Year.

1. Current versions

2. Incoming versions

3. Solr Improvement Proposals News

4. Links to blogs, videos, others related to Solr:

   Apache Solr Community Virtual Meetup, Month Year:
   no link yet

5. Upcoming Events & meetings

   Apache Solr Community Virtual Meetup, Month Year:
   no link yet

6. Connect with the Apache Solr Community

   Subscribe to Apache Solr Virtual Meetup for monthly meeting:

   Follow us on Twitter/X:
   https://twitter.com/apachesolr

   Visit our mailing list, jira, irc and slack:
   https://solr.apache.org/community.html

   How to contribute:
   https://solr.apache.org/community.html#how-to-contribute

   Apache Solr website:
   https://solr.apache.org/

   Apache Solr Operator website:
   https://solr.apache.org/operator/